A mobile manipulator was designed by combining three-wheeled mobile robot equipped with the DC motor and three-links manipulator equipped with dynamixel motor. The kinematic relation and dynamic model were built via nonholonomic constraint and Euler-Lagrange equation. For the decoupled model of this system, adaptive finitetime controllers sliding mode controller (SMC) and backstepping controller were designed respectively to obtain fast tracking response. Simulation and experimental results show the efficacy of the proposed control scheme.
Introduction
The mobile-manipulator system has more freedom for robot works and then it has drawn more attention recently. However, it's modeling is difficult due to nonholonomic constraint of mobile platform and coupling between mobile platform and manipulator. The kinematic and dynamic coupled model for threewheeled mobile robot and three-link manipulator system is derived using nonholomonic constraint and Euler-Lagrange equation. SMC [1] , [2] and backstepping control [3] are frequently applied to control robot system but these controllers are derived based on the infinite-time stability theorem. Therefore, the convergence time is generally slow and fast response is not guaranteed. Finite-time control term [4] , [5] is inserted in both controls to improve convergence time of the mobile robot and manipulator. In addition, the system parameter and uncertainty are obtained by estimation for them via adaptive observers. This leads to complex structure of the whole control system. An assumed parameter feedforward compensator is introduced to compensating unknown parameters and uncertainty.
Simulation for the decoupled mobile platform and manipulator was carried out to show the efficacy of the proposed control scheme.
2.1Description of the Mobile-Manipulator
In this section, the dynamic equations of a threewheeled mobile manipulator system are derived using the Euler-Lagrange equation. The derived dynamics are modified from the relationship of forces acting on the body and links, and constraints between the wheel and contact surface without considering the Lagrange multiplier method, which is used to solve the nonholonomic constraint problems of mobile robots. The two-wheeled mobile manipulator is shown in Fig. 1 , where variables are defined as follows: , r l are the torques of two wheels; 1 2 3 , , are the torques of the joint1, 2 and 3; , r l are the rotation angle of the left and right wheel of the mobile platform, 
The potential energy is obtained as follows:
Using the Lagrange-Euler equation, the matrix form for the dynamic equations is written as
where 
Kinematics of the mobile robot platform
The nonholonomic constraint for the mobile robot is that the robot can only move in the direction normal to the axis of the driving wheels, i.e., the mobile drives under the condition of pure rolling without slipping. Therefore, the three constraints can be expressed as:
x y as the generalized coordinates of the mobile platform, the constraint can be expressed as follows: 
A reference to the mobile platform generates a trajectory for the actual platform to follow: 
where x e , y e , and e denote the tangential, normal, and orientation tracking errors of the mobile platform and manipulator, respectively. The error rate can be obtained as: 
where , 
the kinematic model is then asymptotically stable with respect to the reference trajectory:
q e e e as t .
However, in the proposed model, this kinematic technique is not required and the controller structure is simplified.
Design of Finite-Time Controller Design and Stability Analysis

Design of a finite-time SMC for a mobile platform
In (4), the mobile dynamics is separated as follows: 
Because of ( ) ( ) 0
J q into the left side of (16) gives
where
F J F , and
Assumption 1.
There are constants that satisfy the following boundedness:
, ,
where , , , vi i m c f are positive constants. Consider the following signal:
sig e e sign e e sign e and 0 1 v is a constant. We then obtain the following
The finite-time sliding mode surface v s is defined as
Using (19), (20), and (21), it follows that
We define the Lyapunov function as follows:
Considering (24), (39), and property 2, the time derivative of (40) becomes 
The control input is specified as 
Lemma 1:
From the definition of finite-time stability [4] , [5] , the equilibrium point 0 s of is globally finitetime stable; i.e., for any given initial condition 0 (0) s s , an extended Lyapunov description of finite-time is given as the following inequality: 
Therefore, using Lemma2 and (84), the finite convergence time of the mobile robot is given as
Design of a finite-time backstepping controller for a mobile platform
The state space model of the manipulator from (4) can be expressed as follows: 
The following Lyapunov function is defined: 
Conclusion
Finite-time SMC and backstepping control schemes to guarantee the fast error convergence and small tracking error performance for a mobile-manipulator system are proposed. A finite sliding mode surface and a virtual finite-time error surface are defined to obtain finitetime performance. The finite-time convergence is proved by the finite-time stability analysis of Lyapunov function. Simulation for a mobile manipulator system confirms the theoretical proposal.
